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For Immediate Release
Five Star® Begins Construction of Nuclear Products Facility
FAIRFIELD, CT., JANUARY 19, 2011 --

Five Star Products, Inc. of Fairfield, Connecticut is pleased to

announce that in association with a co-manufacturing partner it has commenced construction of a dedicated
manufacturing facility to support its Nuclear Power Products’ initiative. Located in northeastern Ohio, the
facility will include a Nuclear Quality Assurance Laboratory in addition to manufacturing and warehousing
spaces that meet the demanding nuclear regulatory requirements.
The construction coincides with Five Star’s implementation of Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) 10CFR50
Appendix B and American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) NQA-1 Nuclear Quality Assurance plans.
These standards provide requirements and guidelines for the establishment and execution of quality assurance
programs for supporting nuclear facilities and are preferred for the sale of products to any nuclear facility in
the United States.
“Because of the critical nature of these applications, Five Star® has added Appendix B and NQA-1 capability to
our quality programs, and now is in a better position to meet the needs of the nuclear industry,” stated Brian
Feidt, CFO and Lead Quality Officer. “Five Star’s high quality and superior product reputation is a perfect
match with the Nuclear Power industry,” commented David Babcock, President and CEO. “Entering this market
is a logical step in expanding our already strong presence in the power generating construction and
maintenance market.”
The facility is scheduled to begin manufacturing in April, 2011.
About Five Star Products, Inc.: Five Star Products, Inc. is a worldwide provider of high-performance,
versatile, non-shrink cement and epoxy-based construction grout and concrete repair solutions for use in
the industrial, commercial, infrastructure and marine markets.
For information on Five Star® products call 203.336.7900, or visit www.FiveStarProducts.com on the
web. For Toll Free technical assistance, contact the Engineering and Technical Support Group at
800.243.2206.
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